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1. INTRODUCTION 
Inertial manifolds for dissipative nonlinear partial differential equations have been actively studied 
for more than a decade by many authors, as a desirable object of global dynamics which provides 
a finite dimensional reduction of certain infinite dimensional dynamical systems mostly generated 
by evolutionary PDEs. That reduction catches the long-time behavior of M1 solutions within an 
accuracy of exponential decay. 
An inertial manifold for a solution semiflow in a Hilbert space is a finite dimensional, Lipschitz 
continuous, positively invariant manifold that attracts exponentially all the solution trajectories 
in the phase space, cf. [1-4]. The two well-known methods used to show the existence of inertial 
manifolds are the Lyapunov-Perron method (cf. [1,5], etc.) and the Hadamard graph transforma- 
tion method (cf. [6,7]). In recent years, many generalizations have been made and some ad hoc 
methods also emerged, cfl [3,4], and the references therein. 
Of the currently existing results on inertial manifolds of the continuous-time nonlinear evo- 
lutionary equations, most do not provide any constructive schemes in the computational sense. 
Since the investigations on the qualitative theory of nonlinear evolutionary PDEs now have a 
strong tendency to involve numerical approximations or computational simulations, it is of inter- 
est to explore approaches which can be applied to the corresponding research on inertial manifolds 
for the time-discretized equations. In this direction, as well as in a broader area of approximate 
inertial manifolds, many significant results have been contributed, cf. [8-12], etc. 
In this paper, we shall address the existence of inertial manifolds of the time discretized non- 
linear dissipative quations via a different approach which is based on a concept called spectral 
barrier. The concept of spectral barrier was first introduced in [13] as a better criterion than 
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the spectral gap conditions for the existence of inertial manifolds in the continuous case of evolu- 
t ionary equations. But it was never further pursued since then. Here we show that the spectral 
barrier can be generalized and used to study inertial manifolds in discrete cases. 
Let us consider a nonlinear evolutionary equation in continuous time, 
Otu + Au = f(u),  u(O) = uo E H, (1.1) 
where H is a real, separable Hilbert space, whose norm and inner product will be denoted by II" N 
and (., .}, respectively, the linear operator A : D(A) ~ H is a densely defined, coercively posi- 
tive, self-adjoint operator that has compact resolvent, and the nonlinearity is a locally Lipschitz 
continuous mapping f : D(A ~) -~ H, with 0 < a _< 1, which satisfies the dissipative condition 
specified below. For simplicity but without loss of generality, let a = 1/2 in this paper. Define 
V = D(A1/2), which is a Hilbert space with the norm IluHv = !IA1/2uH. 
By the above assumption, the spectrum a(A) = {A~}i~__l consists of eigenvalues with finite 
multiplicities, which is ordered as a sequence, 0 < A1 _< A2---,  and Ai --* 0% as i --~ oo. Let 
{ei : i = 1, 2 , . . .  } be the set of all the orthonormal eigenvectors of A, with Ae i = )~iei, for 
i = 1 ,2 , . . . .  
Assume that the semiflow {S(t) : V --* V}t_>0 of the strong solution u(t; uo) defined by S(t)uo = 
u(t; uo) exists in the space V. Here, V is continuously imbedded in H.  Meanwhile, from the 
viewpoint of the space H, since every mild solution with uo E H satisfies u(t; uo) E V for t > 0, 
so S(t) interpreted as the semiflow generated by the mild solutions of (1.1) turns out to be a 
singular semiflow on the space H. The definition of the latter can be found in [3, p. 48]. Moreover, 
we assume that this solution semiflow S(t), t _> 0 is H-dissipative in the sense that there exists 
an absorbing ball in H, as is the case in many applications, el. [3,4]. The absorbing ball is a 
fixed bounded set with the property that every solution will eventually enter it permanently. 
Then, through the routine truncation of the nonlinearity by an appropriate function multiplier, 
the prepared equation has 
justifiably assume that the 
(F1) There is a constant 
(F2) There is a constant 
II/( )-f(v)LL<cl a l /2 (u -v )  , forall , cv 
(F3) f(0) = 0. Moreover, there is a constant Lo > 0, such that 
ltf(u) - /(v)ll < LolIu - vll, for all u, v E V. 
a bounded support and is globally Lipschitz continuous. So, we can 
following hypotheses are satisfied. 
P0 > 0, such that f(u) = 0 for all u satisfying Ilull > p0. 
Li > 0, such that 
(i.2) 
(1.3) 
The explanation of Hypothesis (F3) is that in many cases the mapping f : V --+ H is a Nemytsky 
operator defined by f (u)(t ,  .) = qa(u(t,-)), where oF(s) is a scalar function in C l (~)  and u(t, x) 
is a scalar function of time variable t and spatial variable z, such that u(t,-) E V for a given t. 
Since ~a has a truncating function 0 as a factor, p(s) = O(s)~oo(s), supp(~a) is compact. Hence, 
l~Y(s)l _< const, for all s E N. Consequently, by the mean value theorem, the uniform Lipschitz 
condition (1.3) is valid. 
We shall introduce the time discretizations of equation (1.1), the spectral barrier, and a sig- 
nificant implication of this concept in Section 2, then take the steps to construct a sequence 
of approximate invariant manifolds with some exponential compression property in Section 3, 
and finally reach the main result on the existence of inertial manifolds for the time diseretized 
equation in Section 4. 
2. D ISCRET IZED EQUATIONS AND SPECTRAL BARRIERS 
In this section, we diseretize the continuous evolutionary equation (1.1) in time variable to 
obtain an infinite dimensional discrete dynamical system. 
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Consider a numerical scheme by the semi-implicit Euler method, which is applied to equa- 
tion (1.1) and gives rise to a discrete quation 
u(n+l)-u(n) ?Au(n+l)=f(u(n)), n>O, 
T - (2.1) 
u(0) =u0 e v, 
where the time step ~- = t,~ - t , -1  > 0 can be chosen as small as one wants, with to = 0, tn = n~-, 
and we denote u(t , )  = u(nT) at the time node t ,  simply by u(n), just for convenience. Note that 
in this scheme, the discretization is implicit in the linear part and explicit in the nonlinear part. 
By the assumptions on the operator A, the inverse operator of (I + ~-A) exists and is denoted by 
T = T~ = (I + "cA) -1, 
which is a bounded linear operator on H. Moreover, T : H --+ D(A)  (c  V) is continuous, as 
D(A) is equipped with the graph norm. The initial value problem (2.1) can be rewritten as 
u(n + 1) = T[u(n) + Tf(u(n))], 
u(O) = uo e Y. 
n>O,  
(2.2) 
Define a mapping S : V --+ V N D(A)  by 
Sv = T[v + Tf(v)], v E V. (2.3) 
Let S(n) = S ~, for integers n >_ 1, and let S(0) -- I (the identity). By the assumptions on f, it 
is seen that for every n, the nonlinear mapping S(n) : V --* V is Lipschitz continuous. Thus, the 
solution trajectory of the initial value problem (2.2) is given by 
u(~) = s ( . )uo ,  ~ ~ 0, 
and {S(n) : n _> 0} is the solution semiflow on V generated by the discrete quation (2.2). 
Let A1 (> 0) be the smallest eigenvalue of A. Then, the following property holds: 
L1 AU2(u-  v) for u, v c V. I]T(f(u) - f(v))l] _< 1 +TA1 
The following lemma describes the one-step evolution of the distance between any two trajec- 
tories of equation (2.1) or, equivalently, equation (2.2). 
LEMMA 2.1. For any initial data uo and vo in V, let wo = uo - vo and 
Wl = u(1) - v(1) = T(w0 + ~/ (u0)  - ~f(v0)) .  
Then there exist two positive constants K1 and K2, with the property K1 --* 0 and K2 --* 1 as 
T --* O, given by 
T 1/2 TL1 




T1/2L 1 1 
K2 - ~ + 1 + TA------~' (2.5) 
Ilwl - wo]l <_ K1 A1/2wo , (2.6) 
A1/2wl <_ K2 A1/2wo • (2.7) 
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PROOF. Since it is readily found that 
w: - wo = (I + ~'A)-:wo - wo + mT(f(uo) - f(vo)) 
= (I - (I + 7A))( I  + "cA)-:wo + TT(f(uo) -- f(vo)) 
= -~-ATwo + mT(f(uo) - f(Vo)), 
by the commutivity of A 1/2 and T, we have 
llw: -wol l  <_ rAt /2T A1/2wo +'rllT(f(uo) - f(vo))ll 
L 
T 1/2 A:/2Wo "rL1 A:/2Wo 
<- T + : +~----~ ' 
which implies (2.6). On the other hand, similarly we have 
A:/2Wl < A1/2T(wo + Tf(uo) - Tf(Vo)) 
112 I < tlTII A:12Wo I +n:  rA: I2T A wo I 
1 I Ti/2L: 
<- 1 +'rA: A:12w° + ~ A:12w° 
which shows (2.7). From (2.4) and (2.5) we have K :  --* 0 and K2 --~ 1, as ' r  - -+ 0. Ill 
Now, we can define a spectral barrier for the discrete equation (2.1). 
DEFINITION 2.1. A real number 0 < A < ee not in the spectrum of A is called a spectral barrier 
for equation (2.1), if for any distinct u, v E D(A) satisfying 
A d:12(u  - v) ~ < ~<11~ - vii 2, (2 .8)  ( ) , : /2s / :  + s,;2)2 ll~ - ~tl 2 -< 
one has 
1 
(( A - A)w:,wl) < 1 + 2T------~ <(A -- )~)w0, Wo), (2.9) 
where  ~o = ~ - v and  ~:  = T (~ - v + ¢ / (~)  - ¢ / (v ) ) .  
Note that (2.9) is equivalent o the following inequality: 
-1 [<(A - A)w:, w:) - ( (d - A)w0,w0)] + 2A((A - )~)Wl,Wl> < 0. 
9- 
Indeed, the significance of this concept lies in the following result, which can be regarded as an 
alternative !aw of a conic invariance property and a compression property. 
LEMMA 2.2. Suppose that there exists a spectral barrier A > 0 for equation (2.1). Let u(n) = 
S(n)uo and v(n) = S(n)vo be two solutions of equation (2.I). Then the following alternative 
properties hold. 
(a) The conic invariance property. If 
then 
A:/2(uo - vo) 2 _< Ailuo _ vollL 
A1/2(u(n) - v(n))' 2 <_ Allu(n) _ v(n)ll2 for all n > 1. (2.10) 
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(b) The compression property. Suppose that 
1 + TLo 
> Lo I + ~-----~" (2.11) 
I f  
A1/2(u(n) - v(n)) 2 > A[[u(n) - v(n)[] 2, for some n >_ 1, 
then 
I[u(n) - v(n)l [ _< I[u(j) - v(j)ll E '~- j ,  for a11 0 <_ j <_ n, (2.12) 
where E < 1 is a posit ive constant given by 
E2 _ 1 ( ~ T 1 + TLo 
1 + 2"r~ 1 + Z'T.U0 1-i-~-~A1 ) . (2.13) 
PROOF. Let IlA1/2(uo - v0)ll 2 _< ~11~o - v0ll 2. Suppose that  (2.10) does not hold, and n is the 
smallest positive integer for which 
A1/2(u(n) - v(n)) 2 > A[[u(n) - v(n)[] 2. (2.14) 
For each 0 < j _< n, set w( j )  = u( j )  - v( j ) .  Then we have 
A1/2w(n -- 1) 2 _< ..',llw(n - 1)11 ~. (2.15) 
From (2.6) and (2.7), we obtain that 
~1/: (llw(n - 1)11 - K I  A1 /~( .  - 1) ) < ~I/:ll~(~)l I < d~/ :~(~)  
< K2 AU2w(n-  1) , 
which implies that  
A _ A1/2w(n 1) . (A1/2K 1 + K2)2 ] lw(n -  1)1l 2 < _ 2 (2.16) 
Then (2.15) and (2.16) indicate that  condition (2.8) in Definition 2.1 is satisfied with u - v = 
w(n - 1). We assert that  w(n - 1) ¢ 0, since otherwise by (2.2) it would be w(n) = 0 and (2.14) 
would not be true. Then, by (2.9) and (2.15), it follows that  
A1/2w(n) 2 - -  Al]w(n)ll 2 < 1 +12"r~ ( Ai /2w(n-  1) 2 Al[w(n- 1)ll~) _< o, 
which is a contradiction to supposition (2.14). Therefore, Part  (a) is proved. 
Now, we show Part  (b). Taking the inner product of the equation 
w(n) - w(n  - 1) + AT(n)  = f (u (n  - 1)) - f (v (n  - 1)), (2.17) 
T 
with w(n), we get 
(w(n) - w(n  - 1), w(n))  + ~" A1/2w(n) 2 = T{f (u (n  - 1)) - f (v (n  - 1)), w(n)) .  
Since 2(w(n) - w(n - 1),w(n)) = ][w(n)[] 2 - I[w(n - 1)l] 2 + liT(n) - w(n - 1)1] 2, we have 
[[w(n)H 2 - [[w(n - 1)] 2 + liT(n) - w(n - 1)]] 2 + 2~- A1/2w(n)  2 (2.18) 
= 2T( f (u (n  -- 1)) -- f (v (n  -- 1)), w(n)) .  
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Notice that by (1.3) we have 
I I<f (~(n - 1)) - f (v (n  - Z)) ,w(n)>l l  _ Lo l lw(n  - 1)ll l l~(~) l i ,  
and 
ttw(~)ll < I IT~(~ -- t)i l + ~' l lT( f (~(~ - 1)) - f (v (n  - !)))1I < X + ~'Lo 
- - 1 + " r ,k l  
- - I1~(~ - 1)il. 
Substituting these two inequalities into (2.18) and, by the condition of Part  (b), we get 
LL~(~)It 2 + 2~LI~(~)tP < H~(~)[I 2 + 27 A1/2~(~) 2 <_ I1~(~ --  1)[I 2 
1 + rL0 
+ 2~L011w(n - 1) I IT%-V~  wLn - 1)11, 
which implies that 
1 ( 1 +rL0~ 
II~(~)II~ < 1 + 2~---~ 1 + 2rL0 1 + 7)~1 ) [ I~(~ - 1)li 2. (2.19) 
Therefore, (2.12) is true for j = n -  1, with E given by (2.13). Moreover, under condition (2.11), 
it is easy to check that 0 < E < 1. 
Note that due to the conic invariance shown in Part (a), 
AV~(~(~) _ ~(~)) 2 > ~ll~(n) - v(n)ll ~ 
implies that ]lA1/2(u(j) - v( j ) )tp > ~ll~(J) - v(J)[I 2, for all 1 ! j ! n - 1. Therefore, the above 
process can be iterated for j = n - 1 , . . . ,  1, 0. Thus, (2.12) holds for all 0 _ j _< n. | 
We assume from now on that there exists a spectral barrier A for equation (2.1) satisfying 
condition (2.11), which is later included in condition (4.2). 
3. THE EVOLUTION OF SPECTRAL MANIFOLDS 
The idea of proving the existence of an inertial manifold for the discrete equation (2.1), whose 
definition (the discrete version) will be given in Section 4, is to look for a mapping ¢, such that 
its graph, E = Graph(@), turns out to be an inertial manifold. 
In this section, we start to construct such a manifold by considering the evolution of a fiat, 
finite dimensional, spectral manifold (or the spectral subspace) 
Eo = PH,  
where P = P;~ : H -+ Span {e~ : Ai < )~} is the orthogonal projection. By the assumption on the 
operator A, the manifold PH is finite dimensional. Let Q = IH -- P. Let d im(PH)  = N, and AN 
be the largest eigenvalue of A in the interval [0, A). Note that 
AN < A < )~N+I. 
For any integer n > 0, define 
E~ = S(n)Eo = S(n)PH.  (3 .1 )  
Obviously, for all n _> O, En C D(A)  C V. 
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LEMMA 3.1. For all integers n >_ 1, 
: ll ll po} c Ilull p}, 
where po is the constant given in Hypothesis (FI), and 
( 1 + TLo 
p = max l Po, Po ~ } . 
(3.2) 
(3.3) 
PROOF. Let HuH < po. Then, Su = T[u + ~-f(u)], and 
1 
IlSu[[-< 1 + rA--------~ (llull + Tn°llulI) ~ P" 
If p = po in (3.3), then by iteration of the above step, the proof is completed. If p > p0, then let 
us consider S(2) = SS. There are two possibilities. 
(i) If po < [[Su[[ _< p, then due to that f (Su)  = 0 by Hypothesis (F1), 
___Y___; < p. 
IIS(2)uN = [[T(Su)[[ <- 1 "-~- 7"~ 1 
(ii) If [ISuII < P0, then []S(2)u[[ = HSSu H <_ p, as in the first step. 
By induction, then we obtain the result []S(n)u[[ <_ p, for all n > 1. | 
The following auxiliary lemma will be used in the proof of Lemma 3.2. Its proof can be found 
in [14, p. 102,103]. 
AUXILIARY LEMMA. Let X and Y be Banach spaces. Let F : X --* Y be a continuous mapping. 
Then the following statements are equivalent. 
(i) F is a proper mapping, i.e., the inverse image F - I (C )  of any compact set C in Y is 
compact in X .  
(ii) F is a closed mapping, which means that the range of F is a closed set in Y,  and the 
solution set {x C X : F(x)  = p} is compact for any given point p E Y.  
(iii) I f  X and Y are finite dimensional, then F is coercive in the sense that ItF(x)[[ --+ ce, 
whenever UXl[ --~ o0. 
The next lemma shows  that the manifold En  is the graph of a continuous mapp ing  (1)n : PH -~ 
V N QH and that En  satisfies the cone property. 
LEMMA 3.2. Assume that T satisfies the condition 
~-Lo < 1, (3.4) 
and that there is a spectral barrier A satisfying (2.11). Then the following statements hold. 
(a) For all u ,v  in En, we have HA1/2(u - v)l] 2 < A]]u - vn 2. 
(b) P[~.. is injective. That is, Pu  • Pv, i f  u, v c En and u 4 v. 
(c) The formula 
q~n(Pu) = (I  - P)u  = Qu, for u E E~, (3.5) 
defines a continuous mapping ~n : PH -+ V N OH. 
PROOF. Let u, v C En. Then there exist Pl,P2 E PH,  such that S(n)pl  = u, S(n)p2 -- v. Thus, 
we have 
A1/2(p l -P2)  2_~ ANHPl--P2[[ 2 ~ A[[pl--P2[[ 2. 
By Part (a) in Lemma 2.2, the claim [[A1/2(u - v)l[ 2 _< A[[u - vii 2 is true. Thus, Part (a) of this 
lemma is proved. 
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If Pu = Pv for any u, v E E~, then by the definition of the orthogonal spectral projections P
and Q, we have 
~llO(~-~)ll ~< A1/2Q(u _ v) 2 QA1/2(u_  v) 2<_ A1/2(u _ v ) 2 
--- ~11~ - ~11 ~ = ;q lQ(u  - v ) l l  ~. 
(by (a)) 
Therefore, 
()~Q(u - v), Q(u - v)) = (AQ(u - v), Q(u - v)). 
Note that A - h i  is a positively definite, self-adjoint operator on the subspace QH. Then the 
above equality implies that Q(u - v) = 0. Together with P(u - v) = 0, it shows that u = v. So, 
Part (b) is proved. 
In order to prove Part (c), the key is to show that @~ is well defined on PH,  since the definition 
in (3.5) is indirect. Let 9n : PH ~ PH be a continuous mapping defined by 
g~(p) = P(S(n)p),  for p E PH.  (3.6) 
We have shown P]E~ is injective. Now we can show that under condition (3.4), S(n) is injective 
for each n _> 1. In fact, let Su = Sv, then u + "rf(u) = v + Tf(v), which implies 
!lu - vii  _< ~n011u - v i i ,  
so that u = v because 1 - TL0 > 0. Thus, by induction we find that S(n) is injective. Hence, the 
mapping g~ is injective. 
On the other hand, we prove that the mapping g~ is surjective, i.e., the range of g~ is the entire 
subspace PH.  
(i) Let us show that g~ is coercive. Suppose there is a sequence (Pk} c PH,  such that 
[[Pk[[ ~ oc. Then, by Hypothesis (F1), f(Pk) = 0 for k large. Consider n = 1, then 
Ilgl(Pk) ti = JIPS(1)Pk II = IISP~ II = I IT (p~)  + ~'f(p~)II = I IT(Pk) I I  
1 
= tl(z + ~A)-'I] IIp~ll >- i +rAN llpk]l' for k large, 
which implies that Hg1(Pk)i[ ~ oc. Since PH is finite dimensional, we can apply the 
aforementioned auxiliary lemma to assert hat 91 is a proper mapping. Then, by induction, 
for any n > 1, g~ is a coercive and proper mapping. It follows from the auxiliary lemma 
again that g~ is a closed mapping, namely, the range of g~ is a closed set in PH.  
(ii) On the other hand, we can prove that g~ is an open mapping, namely, the range of 9n 
is also an open set in PH.  Suppose that this is not the case, then there exists a point 
/3 C Ran(g~) and its open neighborhood O(/~), such that 
o(~)  n Ran(g , , )  = {/3}. (3.7) 
Since g~ is injective, let p0 = g~i(/3), which is unique. By the continuity of 9~, there is an 
open neighborhood N(po) C PH,  such that 
g~(N(po)) C 0(~). (3.8) 
Prom (3.7) and (3.8), it follows that gn(N(po)) -- {/3}. This is a contradiction to the fact 
that g,~ is injective. Therefore, Ran(g~) is an open set. 
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Certainly Ran(g~) is nonempty. Then, by the above (i) and (ii), Ran(g,~) = PH,  since it is 
both open and closed. Thus, we have proved that the mapping g,~ is surjective. As a consequence, 
the mapping (I),~ in (3.5) is well defined on PH.  Moreover, (3.5) implies that 
E~ = Graph (~) .  (3.9) 
By  the original definition ~,~ = Graph (S(n) : PH  --* V)  and S(n) is a continuous mapping. 
Hence, the mapping ~n is continuous. Thus, Part (c) is proved. I 
The following lemma provides a measurement of the distance between two manifolds E~ and ~k 
for distinct n and k, in terms of the distance between the corresponding mappings ¢)n and ~k. 
LEMMA 3.3. Let f~o = {P E PH : np[I > po} and define 
f~ = PS(n)~o,  n _> 1. (3.10) 
Then, for n > no >_ O, one has ~o C ~n. Moreover, the following statements hold. 
(a) I fp  e n~ o, then ~'~,(p) = ~'no(P). 
(b) I f  p q~ Uno, then [[~(p) - ~o(P)[[ -< (P0 + P)E ~°, where E and p are defined in (2.13) 
and (3.3), respectively. 
PROOF. Let p E no, then [Ip]l > po. Set 
bo = T -~p = (I  + TA)np, for n >_ 1. 
Then, by the assumptions on A, we have [Iboi[ = [[(I q-~'A)np[[ >__ []p]] > po- It follows that, 
by (F1), 
Sbo = T(bo -t- "rf(bo)) = T(bo) = ( I  + 7A)'~-lp, for n _> 1, 
so that [ISbo[[ > Po. By induction, then we have 
[]S(j)bo][ > po, for 1 <_ j <_ n, 
and 
S(n)bo = T~bo = p. 
Thus, p C S(n)f~o M PH C fin. This implies that 
~o C S(n)f~o M PH C ~,  for all n > 1. 
If n >_ no >_ 0, then one has 
~o C S(n - no)flo n PH c fl . . . .  • (3.11) 
Consider any 15 E PS(no)f~o. Then, there is Pl E ~o, such that ~ = PS(no)p l .  By (3.11), 
there is P2 C f~o, such that Pl = S(n - no)P2. It turns out that 
-~ PS(no)S(n  - n0)P2 -- PS(n)p2. 
This implies ~o C ~,  for n > no _> 0. 
Now, prove Part (a). Let n > no andp E ~no. There isp0 e ~0 w i thp  = S(no)Po. Let 
-- T~°-npo -= (I  ÷ "rA) . . . .  Po. We have IITJ~I] ~ Ilpoll > p0 for 0 < j _< n -  no, so that 
TJ~ E f~o, for 0 < j _< n -- no. Thus, we get 
p -- S(no)Po -- S(no)Tn-n°~ = S(no)S(n  - no)~ -- S(n)~. 
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Hence ,  we  obta in  that  
¢,~(p) = Q(S(n){ ' )  = Q (S (no)T '~-n°{)  = Q(S(no)po)  = ~o (P)- (3.12) 
Thus, Part (a) has been proved. 
Next, we prove Part (b). Again n > no, but p ~ f~o- Since the mapping g,~ defined in (3.6) is 
surjective, there exist b,~ C PH and b,~ o C PH,  with [Ib~ol[ < po, such that 
p = PS(n)b,~ = PS(no)b,~o, (3.13) 
and 
¢?n(P) = Q(S(n)bn)  
Consider two trajectories 
and g)no(P) = Q(S(no)bno) .  
Ul(j) ~- S( j )S (n  - no)bn and u2(j) = S( j )bno,  j > 1. 
We have 
A* /2(u l (no)  - u2(no) )  2 = Al /2( f f2n(p  ) _ ffPno(P)) 2 > /~][~n(P) -- ~)no(P)[[ 2 
= a l I~ l (no)  - ~2(no) l l  2. 
In the above inequality, we tacitly assumed that ~,~(p) - ~o(P)  ¢ 0, since otherwise Part (b) 
becomes trivial. Thus, we can use (2.12) in Part (b) of Lemma 2.2 to assert 
[ lUl(n0) -- ~/,2(n0)i[ ~___ ][Ul(0 ) -- u2(0) l ]E  n° -~- [ [S(n - ~o)bn - b,~ o[[E '~°. (3.14) 
Then we have the following two possible cases. 
CASE (i). If llb~ll <_ p0, then according to Lemma 3.1, I[S(n - no)b~ll < p, where p is given 
by (3.3). Therefore, (3.14) implies that the conclusion of Part (b) is valid 
[[~X~n(P)- ~no(P)] l  : ll'//'l ( f / 'O) -  '// '2(no)ll-~ (PO q-so) En° .  (3.15) 
CASE (ii). If Itb, N > po, then by (2.3) we have S(1)b, = Tbn and 
1 
llS(1)b"lt -< 1 + rA, llb"ll 
This step can be repeated if llS(1)b~]i > P0. 
unique integer ~z > 1, such that 
I ls(j)b,dl > Po, 
liS(a)b~ll < po. 
We c la im that 
Since (1 + rA1) -1 < 1, we see that there exists a 
for j = 1,.. . ,r%-- 1, 
(3.16) 
n - no k ~. (3.17) 
If so, then [IS(n - no)b~ H = ]tS(n - no - f~)S(f~)bnll <_ P, due to Lemma 3.1. Substituting it 
into (3.14), we obtain the same inequality (3.15), which means that Part (b) is valid in this case, 
too. 
Finally, let us prove  (3.17). Suppose  that, on  the contrary, n -n0  < ~. Then ,  there is a positive 
integer k, such  that  n - no  = ~ - k. By  definition (3.16) of the integer ~, it is seen that  
S(n  - no)b,~ = S(~. - k)b~ = TC'-kb,~ e PH,  (3.18) 
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so that PS(n -no)b~ = S(n -no)b~.  Since it has been shown in Lemma 3.2 that the mapping g~o 
is injective, and in view of (3.13) we get 
g~o (PS(n  - no)b~) = PS(no)PS(n  - no)bn = PS(no)S(n  - no)b~ 
= PS(n)bn = PS(no)b~o = gno(b~o), 
the following equality holds: 
PS(n  - no)bn = b~ o. 
Then, by (3.18) and (3.16), we end up with 
p0 > Jib,oil = I ]PS(n -  no)b~l] = IIPS(Cz- k)b~ll = HS(¢~- k)b~[I > Po, 
which is a contradiction. Thus, the proof of Part  (b) is completed. | 
Consequently, we have the following result on the limit of ~ and the corresponding limit 
manifold, which is expected to be an inertial manifold for the discrete equation (2.1). 
THEOREM 3.1. For any p E PH,  there exists a unique limit 
~(p) = lim ~n(P). (3.19) 
n - - -~o0 
The limit mapping 62 satisfies the following properties. 
(a) The range of • is in V N QH.  
(b) ~ : PH ~ V N QH is Lipschitz continuous. 
(c) For any p c PH and any integer n > 1, one has 
II~(p) - ~(p) l l  - (po + p)EL (3.20) 
where E is the same constant defined in (2.13). 
PROOF. From Parts (a) and (b) of Lemma 3.3, it follows that 
libra(P) - ~n(P) l] ~ (Po + P)E n, for all p 6 PH,  (3.21) 
for anym > n > 1, wherep0+pisaconstant  and0 < E < l i sg ivenby  (2.13). Hence, the 
sequence {fire(p)} is a Cauchy sequence in QH, which has a unique limit denoted by ~(p). 
Now we show Part (a). In view of the property shown in Part (a) of Lemma 3.2, we have 
A1/Z(Pl + ~n(Pl) --P2 -- ~n(P2)) 2 ~ /~[]Pl q- (I)n(Pl) --P2 -- ffPn(P2)[[ 2- 
By taking the limit as n ~ ec, we get 
AU2(pl + ff2(pl) - P2 - (I)(p2)) 2 <_ ~llPl + ~(Px) - p2 - ~(P2)II 2, (3.22) 
for all pl and P2 in PH.  On the other hand, we can verify that 
~(p) = o, for p e ~o. (3.23) 
By Lemma 3.3, Part  (a), i fp  E f~o which means ItP[I >- Po, then 
ffg~(p) _---- ~o(P) = Qp = O, for all n > 1. (3.24) 
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It implies that (3.23) is true. Then, letting Po be any fixed point in ~o and using (3.22) we have 
that for all p E PH, 
A1/2~(p) <_ AV2(p+~(p)_po)  2+ AU2(p_po ) 2 
< A][p + (b(p) - Poll 2 + Aa/2(p - Po) 2, 
which proves ~(p) E D(A V2) = V, for all p C PH. Therefore, the range • is in V n QH. 
Next, we prove Part (b). Let ul =pl+( I ) (p l )  andu2 =p2+~(p2) .  Setp =p l -p2  and 
q = ~(Pl) - (I)(p2). Then (3.22) becomes 
,A1/2(P+q) 2<Allp+ql[2" 
Since AN+I is the least eigenvalue of the operator A restricted on QH, the above inequality 
implies that 
Azllpll 2 +AN+~IIqI[ 2 _< AV2p 2 + A1/2 q 2 <_ A (llpll = + [[qN2), 
because the orthogonal spectral subspaces PH and QH are invariant with respect to A 1/2. Hence, 
we obtain 
(AN+I -- A)llql[ ~ <_ (A - A1)llP[I =, 
so that 
{/ A-A1 ~1/2 
[I~(Pl)- ~(p2)ll-< \AN~- -  A/ liP1-P211. (3.25) 
Inequality (3.25) shows that ¢b : PH ~ QH is Lipschitz continuous. Moreover, from (3.22) we 
see that 
A~/~(~(p l )  - ~(p2)  ) 2 < A~/~(p ~ _ p2) ~ + ~IIP~ + ~(p l )  - p2 - ¢(p2)11 ~ 
= A1/2(Pl -P2)  2 + AIIPl -P211 + AIIff(Pl) - ff(P2)l[ 2, 
which, combined with (3.25), shows that 
A1/2(~(P l )  - (I)(P2)) ~ \ "N  " "' ] liP1 --P2[[ q- A~/zII~(p~) - ~(P2)Ii 
[ ( )k_~__l )1/2] (3.26) 
2A 1/2 1 + AN+-11 A [[Pl --P21[. 
Therefore, we conchde that the mapping ~ : PH -* V f~ QH is Lipschitz continuous. 
Finally, inequality (3.20) comes from (3.21) by taking the limit as m -~ oc. Thus, Part (c) is 
proved. II 
4. THE EX ISTENCE OF  INERT IAL  MANIFOLDS 
In this section, we first define inertial manifolds for the discrete quations. 
DEFINITION 4.1. A set ~ C V is ca]Ied an inertial manifold for equation (2.1)/f the following 
three conditions are satisfied. 
(1) E is a finite dimensional, Lipschitz continuous manifold. 
(2) E is positively invariant for the soIution semifiow {S(n) : n >_ O} of equation (2.1). That 
is, S(n)E C E for all integers n >_ O. 
(3) E has the exponential attraction property: there is a uniform constant # > O, such that 
for. any r > O, there exist constants C(r) >_ 0 and nl(r) >~ 1, such that the distance from 
S(n)uo to the manifold ~ satisfies the following inequality; 
~(s(~)~o, ~) _< c (~)e - " " ,  ~or ~ > ~1(~), 
for any u0 e V with Iluoll ~ r. 
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In Definition 4.1, the distance from a set X to a set Y in H is defined as 
5(X ,Y )  = sexSUp (~eY ~ inf IIx-- y l lH}. 
We shall show that the graph of the limit mapping (I) defined by (3.19), 
E = Graph (~) = {p + ~5(p): p E PH},  (4.1) 
is an inertial manifold for the discrete equation (2.1). By Theorem 3.1, it has been shown that E 
is a finite dimensional, Lipschitz continuous manifold in V. 
Let us reconfirm the conditions on the time step ~- and the spectral barrier ;~, namely, 
rL0 < 1 and A > L 1 + rL0 (4.2) 0'~ .~_ TA 1 • 
The first condition on 9- is (3.4) and the second condition on )~ is (2.11). Besides, we do not 
impose any other conditions on 9- and A. 
LEMMA 4.1. Suppose that there exists a spectral harrier )~ for equation (2.1) and that condi- 
tion (4.2) is satisfied. Then the manifold E defined in (4.1) is an invariant manifold, 
S(n)E = E, for all n >_ 1. 
PROOF. Let an integer n >_ 1 be given. Let u = p + (I)(p) E E be arbitrarily given. For any 
positive integer j ,  by the definition of Ej, there is a point pj E PH,  such that 
S(j)p d = p + ~j(p) E Ej, (4.3) 
and 
S(n)(p ÷ (~j (p) ) = S(n)S( j)pj  = PS(n  + j)pj + QS(n + J)Pi 
(4.4) 
= PS(n)S( j )p j  -[- (~,~+j (PS(n)S( j )p j ) .  
We are going to take the limit as j ~ c~ in (4.4). By (3.19), we have 
S(j)pj = p + g2j(p) ~ p + ¢(p) = u. (4.5) 
Note that the proof of the Lipschitz continuity of/l~ in Part (b) of Theorem 3.1 is also valid 
for the mapping ~,  for all n > 1, since it is based on the same conic property in Part (a) of 
Lemma 3.2. Therefore, ~ is Lipschitz continuous and its Lipschitz coefficient is uniform for all 
n _> 1, specifically, 
,lff2n(pl) _ 52n(p2)H < ( )~ _ ~ )1/2 
- ;~N+I A Ilpx -p21[, for all n _> 1. (4.6) 
This observation, together with the continuity of ~) and (4.5), confirms that 
lim [~n+j (PS(n)S( j )p j )  - ~(PS(n)u)] = O, (4.7) j---.~ 
by inserting 4 -~+j  (PS(n)u) and using the triangle inequality. Now, substituting (4.5) and (4.7) 
into the limit equality of (4.4), as j ~ oo, we obtain that 
S(n)u = S(n)(p + ~(p)) = PS(n)u + ~(PS(n)u)  e r~. 
This equality indicates that S(n)E C E. 
Next, we prove the opposite inclusion, E C S(n)E. For j > n > 1, let u and pj E PH be the 
same as stated in the beginning of this proof, such that (4.3) holds. Then, we have 
p + ~j(p) = S(n)S( j  - n)pj = S(n)[PS( j  - n)pj + ~ j_~(PS( j  - n)pj)]. (4.8) 
In the next lemma, we shall prove that for any given n, {PS( j  - n)pj : j >_ n} is a bounded 
sequence in the finite dimensional space PH. Therefore, there exists a subsequence (which can 
be denoted as the same), which converges to some point p~ E PH,  as j --* co. By the similar 
argument as we confirm (4.7), now taking the limit as j --* c~ in (4.8), we get 
= + 
It shows that E c S(n)E. Finally, we have proved that E = S(n)E. II 
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LEMMA 4.2. Under the same conditions as in Lemma 4.1, let n >_ 1 be a given integer and let 
u = p ÷ ~(p) C E be achitraxily given. For any positive integer j ,  let pj C PH be the (unique) 
point which satisfies (4.3). Then, (PS( j  - n)pj : j >_ n} is a bounded sequence in PH.  
PROOF. Suppose that, on the contrary, the sequence {PS( j  - n)pj : j > n} is unbounded. Then 
there is a subsequence {PS( jk  - n)pjk :/¢ > 1} of (PS( j  - n)pj : j > n}, such that 
HPS(Jk -- n)Pjk It > (1 + 7AN)~(po + k), for k > 1, (4.9) 
where A N is the largest eigenvatue of A in the interval [0, A), as mentioned. Then, one has 
S(1)PS( jk  - n)pjk = SPS( jk  - n)pjk = TPS( jk  -- n)pjk 
= (I  + rA) - lPS( j~  - n)pjk = P ( I  + rA) - lS ( jk  - n)pjk (4.10) 
= PTS( jk  - n)pjk = PS(1)S( jk  - n)pjk, 
where we used Hypothesis (F1) and the fact that the spectral projection P is commutative with 
the linear operator T = (I + rA) -1. Then we find that 
I IPS(jk - n + 1)pjk II = ]]S(1)PS(jk - n)pjk II = I[( I + TA) - Ips ( Jk  -- n)Pjk II 
1 I[PS(Jk - n)Pjk [I > (1 + rAN)n- l (po + k) > Po. (4.11) 
>- 1 + r),-----~ 
Thus, the above step (4.10),(4.11) can be iterated up to n times until we obtain that 
HS(jk)Pik ]1 >-- llPS(jk)Pj~ II = HPS(Jk - n + n)pjk II > po + k, for k > 1. 
From the above inequality, we infer that 
lira IIS(jk)pik H = O~. (4.12) 
However, by (4.3) and (4.5), we have 
lira IIs(J~)pj~ll = l i~  t ip+ ~j~(p)i l  = I1~11 < ~.  (4.13) 
,~---~ oo k - -+oo 
The contradiction of (4.12) vs. (4.13) shows that the sequence {PS( j -n )p j  : j >_ n} is bounded. | 
LEMMA 4.3. Under the same conditions as in Lemma 4.1, let a > 1 be any constant. Then, for 
any uo E H, with Ilu0[I <_ P0, the distance from S(n)uo to the manKold E satisfies the inequality 
5( S(n)uo, E) <_ p ie  ~-~, for all n > a, (4.14) 
where E is the same constant defined in (2.13), 0 < E < 1, and Pl is a positive constant 
independent of initial data uo. 
PROOF. Without loss of generality, we can assume that S(n)uo ~ E, for all n _> 0, since otherwise 
by the invariance of ~, which has been shown, the following argument is easily adapted to reach 
inequality (4.14). 
Note  that for all integers k > 0, we  have 
PS(k)uo + ~(PS(k)uo)  e E. 
By the invariance of E, for any given integer k >_ 0, there exists a unique solution u(n, k) = 
u(n, k; uo) of the discrete quation (2.1), which satisfies 
u(n, k) E E, for all n E Z, 
(4.15) 
u(k, k) = PS(k)uo + ~(PS(k)uo) .  
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Here, the initial value condition is given at the time node k. Since 
u(k, k) - S(k)uo = ~(PS(k)uo) - QS(k)uo e QH, 
we have, for k > 0, 
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A1/~(u(k, k) - S(k)Uo) 2 > )q[u(k, k) - S(k)uo[[ 2, (4.16) 
where [[u(k,k) - S(k)uoH • 0, because S(k)uo ~ E so that ¢b(PS(k)uo) 7£ QS(k)uo. From 
Part (b) of Lemma 2.2, (4.16) implies that 
IlS(k)uo - u(k, k)[I < [IS(n)uo -u (n ,  k)llE k-~, for 0 < n < k. (4.17) 
For any positive constant a mentioned in this lemma, there are two possible cases as follows. 
(1) There is an integer no E [0, min{a,k}], such that IlPu(no,k)ll <_ p, where p is given 
in (3.3). If so, then by (4.15) and (3.25) we have 
~(S(k)~o, 2) <_ IIS(k)~o - u(k, k)ll _< NS(no)uo - u(no, k)ll Ek-~° 
_< (liS(no)~oll + IIPu(no, k)]l + [l~(Pu(no, k)) l l )E  k-~° (4.18) 
_< (2p + a(ADp + [I~(0)II)E k-n°, 
where a(A) = ((A - A1)/(AN+I - A))U2. 
(2) Otherwise, for all no e [0, min{a, k}], IIPu(no, k)l I > p. Then by (3.23), we have 
• (p~(~o, k)) = o. 
Since u(no, k) e E, it follows that u(no, k) = Pu(no, k)+rb(Pu(no, k)) = Pu(no, k) e PH.  
For Case 2, we prove that there is a constant j3 independent of u0 and no, such that 
A1/2S(no)uo <_/~, for no e [0,rain{a, k}]. (4.19) 
In fact, taking the inner-product of equation (2.1) and u(n + 1) in H,  we get 
Ilu(n + 1)II 2 - Ilu(n) l[ 2 + l[u(n + 1) -- u(n) ll 2 + 2~- A1/2u(n + 1) 2 = 2w(f(u(n)), u(n + 1)). 
Due to f(0) = 0, I[u0[I < P0, and Lemma 3.1, we obtain that for n > 0, 
II~(~ + 1)1I 2 - II~(n)ll ~ + 2~ A1/2~(~ + l )  2 < 2~pnol l~(~)l l .  
By summing up the above inequalities for 0 < n < m - 1, we have 
Ilu(m)ll 2 - Iluoll 2 + 2~- ~ A1/2u(n) 2 < 2TpLo(mp) = 2"zmnop 2, 
n=l  
for any m _< c~. Therefore, moving the I]uoN u term in the above inequality to the right side, we 
have 
Al/2S(n)uo 2 = ~ A1/2u(n) 2 <_ c~Lop2 ÷ (2T)_l(po) 2 _< (c~Lo ÷ (27") -1) p2, (4.20) 
n=l  n=l  
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which implies that (4.19) is valid with the constant/3 > O defined by 
~2 = (aLo + (2T) -1) p2. 
Here, for Case 2, we take any no E [0, min{a, k}] and fix this integer. 
from (4.16) and Part (a) of Lemma 2.2 that 
A1/2(u(no, k) - S(no)uo) 2 > ~llu(~0, k) - s(~0)~0t] ~. 
Therefore, by the fact that u(no, k) E PH and (4.19), it holds that 
A1/2Hu(no ,k)l ] _< A1/2u(no, l~) + A1/2S(no)uo + A1/211S(no)uoll 
_ ~1/2  
< -,,,v flu(,~o, ~)II + ~ + :d/2p, 
so that 
(4.21) 
Since no < k, it follows 
~ + A1/2p 
]]u(n°'k)l] ~ A1/2 ~1/2" (4.22) 
- ~ 'N  
Substitute (4.22) into (4.17), where we take n = no (which is fixed in this paragraph), to obtain 
,~(s(k),.,o, s)_< IIS(k)~o- ~(k, k)tl _< IIS(,~o)~o- ~(,~o, k)llE k-'° 
~ +;,,/~p "~ Ek_.o (4.23) 
Finally, by assembling the results (4.18) in Case 1 and (4.23) in Case 2, in which replacing 
the notation k by n, and noticing that 0 < E < 1 and n - no _> n - a, we reach the conclusion 
that (4.14) holds 
5(S(n)uo, E) < piE n-a, for all n > ~, 
with the constant pl given by 
{ /~+AI/2P } 
P1 = max 2p + a(A)p + II¢(0)ll,P + - - ~  . (4.24) 
A1/2  - -  " 'N  
The proof is completed. | 
LEMMA 4.4. Under the same conditions as in Lemma 4.1, let a > 1 be any constant. Then, 
for any uo e H, with po < []Uo[f < P, the distance from S(n)uo to the manifold E satisfies the 
inequality 
5(S(n)uo, E) < p ie  n-a, for 311 n >_ a, (4.14) 
where E is the same constant defined in (2.13), and Pl is the same constant given by (4.24), 
independent of initial data uo. 
PROOF. By Hypothesis (F1), since So < [[uo[[ _< p, we have 
P < p, 
Suo = Tuo and IIS~otl <_ 1 + ~----[ 
which implies that no matter whether this pattern is continuous or at some time node k, 
HS(k)uo[[ <__ Po, it is always true that 
[IS(n)uo[I <_ p, for all n _> 1. (4.25) 
As in the proof of Lemma 4.3, without loss of generality, let S(n)uo ~ E, for all n _> 0. For any 
given integer k >_ 0, there exists a solution u(n, k) = u(n, k;u0) of the discrete quation (2.1), 
which satisfies the same (4.15) and inequality (4.16) for all k _> 0. 
The fact (4.25) guarantees that all the steps in the two cases of the proof of Lemma 4.3 remain 
valid. Indeed, the only difference is in the first inequality of (4.20), where we used I[uol[ < Po 
and here it is replaced by I[u01[ < p, but there is no effect on the last inequality of (4.20) due to 
Po <_ p. Therefore, the same conclusion (4.14) holds. | 
Note that the reference time a >_ I can really be arbitrarily fixed. Now, let us present he main 
result of this work, the existence of inertial manifolds for the discrete quations. 
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THEOREM 4.1. I f  there exists a spectral barrier A for equation (2.i) and condition (4.2) is 
satisfied, then there exists an inertiM manifold for the discrete equation (2.1), 
P, = Graph (¢), 
which is given by (4.1), and the mapping • is defined by (3.19). 
PROOF. In Theorem 3.1, it has been shown that the mapping • : PH -~ VnQH defined by (3.19) 
is Lipschitz continuous. Hence, E is a finite dimensional and Lipschitz continuous manifold. In 
Lemma 4.1, it has been proved that E is invariant for the solution semiflow {S(n) : n >_ 0} of the 
discrete equation (2.1). 
Therefore, it remains to prove that the manifold E has the exponential attraction property. 
For any given r > 0, let B(r) -- {u E V : []uoN _< r}. In particular, define two balls B0 and B by 
B0 = {u e v :  I1 011 p0} and B = E V :  Ilu011 P}. 
By Lemma 3.1 and Hypothesis (F1), we have the fact that 
S(n)Bo C B and S(n)B C B, fo ra l ln_>0.  
With the observation that if u ~ B0 then IIS~ll = IlT~II -< (1/(1 + TA1))II~]I, we find that for 
every bounded ball B(r), there exists an integer no = no(r) depending on r > 0, such that 
S(no)B(r) c B. (4.26) 
Then by Lemmas 4.3 and 4.4, we know that for any u0 E B(r),  
5(~q(n)u0, E) ~ pl En-n°-a, for all n > no + a, (4.27) 
where Pl, E, and a are the same constants as in (4.14), and no = no(r) is given in (4.26). Thus, 
we can conclude that the exponential attraction property is possessed by E. That is, for any 
Uo E B(r), it holds that 
5(S(n)uo, E) _< C(r)e -~n, for all n _> nl(r) ,  (4.28) 
where C(r) -- plE-(no(r)+~), # = - lnE ,  and nl(r) = no(r) + a, with a _> 1 fixed. Therefore, 
this E is an inertial manifold for the discrete equation (2.1). | 
As a remark, there are examples of dissipative reaction-diffusion equations and other parabolic 
evolutionary equations whose time-discretized quations have spectral barriers satisfying the con- 
ditions of the main result of Theorem 4.1. However, due to space limitations we omit a relatively 
lengthy presentation of the examples. 
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